
Want to get right into a game of the Black Space Hack? Here are some pregenerated characters so you can give your 

players a quick idea of what’s possible and get stuck into the adventure right away. 

 

  



 

Clyde Bruskin. The good news is, he can handle himself in a fight and he shines in a crisis. The bad news is, he always 

seems to get into a fight, and there always seems to be a crisis. He grew up on tacked-together barges in the Fassly Run, 

an area thick with piracy. When he was old enough, he hired on with a corp. All things considered, he prefers pirate to 

bureaucrats when it comes to getting stabbed in the back. Now he’s for hire, freelance. 



 

Wendigo. Raised among the asteroids of the Uranth Span, Wendigo became a highly skilled planetary scout. He was 

raised in contact with dozens of devolved colonies and their bewildering customs and languages, fascinated by their 

divergent tech devices. He expanded his skills to include working with drones and probes, getting implants so he could 

get the most from their information without risking himself in the wild. He knows better than most how weird and wild 

and glorious the universe can be, and he wants to spend his life exploring beyond the pale of the corps. He has become a 

scholar, almost by accident, and he bounces back and forth between the halls of academia and the deeps of wild space. 



 

Jan Klaya. Her family prepared her to join the Void Sisters to worship the Beyond, but she was seduced and abandoned 

by a passing rogue, and her family disowned her. Still, she has always felt the fortune of the Nothing in the stillness of 

her meditation. Trained for combat, she invested the last of her fortune in an identity projector to avoid her family’s 

agents. She feels drawn to follow a destiny she cannot yet see that will lead her deep into the darkness between stars.  



 

Gasper. Serving on a respectable frigate for the Yuvaria Corp, he had a bright future as a surgeon. When pirates hit the 

ship, they recognized him as a doctor, and he was forced to serve them. He was part of interrogations, and dealt with 

wounds from raiding death worlds. He coped with impossible working conditions and humanity-eroding horrors. Several 

of his organs were removed and he was connected to ship life support, so if he left the sick bay he would die. When the 

pirates hit a medical frigate, he saw his chance. Working with a few allies and helping a prisoner escape, he installed an 

energy core into himself and made his getaway. He conceals his medical skill so he won’t be targeted as essential again, 

and he wears a mask because his lips and nose were cut off so he’s awful to look at unmasked. 



 

Lysandretta Critical. She was fast-tracked to be a captain in the Yuvaria Corp when her father went to prison and her 

prospects evaporated. Dropping out of the Academy, she fell in with salvage crews, quickly rising through the ranks until 

she had her own ship, the Domacy. It was slagged by the Nyvoria Corp on exaggerated charges, and she served a five 

year stint for piracy. Now she’s out and ready to work her way back to the top. 



 

Master of Ceremonies. Born in prison, he was a natural escape artist. He got the best black market hacks money could 

buy in the community of freed prisoners from the Hurl Islands Penitentiary. He escaped a number of times, and he was 

out when the Yuvaria Corp nuked the prison and declared all its surviving inhabitants pardoned. He discovered he could 

use his gift for getting out as a transferable skill set for getting in, and he specializes in taking the long way around to 

break into lonely fortifications. 



 

Abacus Fellworthy. His father’s side of the family has a number of infamous bounty hunters. He was raised on the trail, 

and trained by the best. The Fellworthy name has a tapestry of allies, enemies, rivals, and employers. He’s on the 

lookout for work that will distinguish him as a worthy heir to his legacy. His mother’s side is all self-destructive addicts 

and suicides, and he feels that pull too. 



 

Sir Gruntleton the Fifth. The real world is a hazy shadow, compared to the crisp structures of data. Limbs and organs are 

uncooperative, smelly, boring things compared to self-refining experimental datamining algorithms. The digital world is 

so much more real and interesting than the one where his meat breaths. In the breathing world, he was once an 

aristocrat, betrayed and exiled. In the digital world, he is near the top of the food chain. One of those interests him 

more. If you need secrets, he has a gift for ferreting them out. 



 

Six Yells. The pirate crew of the Saggadatch locked children in the poorly shielded engine chamber and fed them 

mutagen-treated food. Survivors went to Doc Stripscrew, who used his outlawed experiments to bolster their abilities. 

Six Yells survived to become a one-man boarding party marine that was fired into target ships with a torpedo. The third 

time, the Saggadatch was destroyed after he had been fired into the target, and he was captured and turned over to 

civilized scientists. Half an hour later he had escaped, and he’s looking for work. 



 

Krydella Vermixel. Of course she’s not really unkillable, that’s just her rep. When she was a girl, her salvage pod found a 

top-secret super-soldier mutagen, illegal research by the Nyvoria Corp. She was exposed, and she mutated. For four 

years the Corp sent agents and assassins after the salvagers, killing all but her, and she made a separate peace with 

them. She’s in the market for the sort of work where it helps to be hard to kill.  



 

Severentio. The Graxitali Syndicate modified him to be a courier for sensitive goods, as a favor to one of the bosses 

(Severentio’s aunt.) A job went wrong, and there was just enough political pull to get him exiled instead of killed. He still 

has the mods to be a courier, but he struggles with the big picture, and he’s looking for someone to pay for his services 

(who won’t get him killed.) 



 

Claudia Windsong. Sultry and gorgeous, she enjoys the effect she has on people. There are many half-true stories of her 

early days; concubine for the Diver Consortium, spy for the Sylorica Corp inserted into the Belwyth Piracy Franchise, or a 

dozen others. She works hard to position others to protect her interests. Her back trail is littered with fortunes gained 

and lost, lovers consumed and discarded, surgical improvements and enhancements, and epic rivalries with other D list 

celebrities. She curates her legend and her entourage, and she would rather die than give up the adventure. 


